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ABSTRACT

The interaction of a solid body with a fluid environment is one of the most common flow features
in nature and industry. When exposed to an external electric field, the motion of the solid may
undergo significant changes. Migration of rigid discs in Couette flow has been the subject of many
studies [1]. On the other hand, the rotation of spherical bodies in electric field known as Quincke
rotation [2], has attracted much attention [3]. It is known that a particle laden fluid may exhibit
changing viscosity when exposed to an external electric field [4]. This behavior is attributed to
changing motion of particles due to electric field. However, a fully resolved simulation of a disc
migrating in electric field has not been conducted.

In this study, a two-dimensional Incompressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (ISPH) scheme
is used to simulate the interaction between a rigid body and its surrounding fluid [5]. Solid and fluid
phases are modeled as leaky dielectric material [6]. Numerical simulation of a single disc placed
off-center in Couette flow is carried out and the results are validated against literature data in the
absence of an electric field. Then the same case at different electric permittivity and conductivity
ratios is simulated and compared to the case with no electric field. The results show that when
the conditions for Quincke rotation are satisfied, the disc’s migration toward the channel’s center
is hindered, in agreement with experiments [4].
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